My Testimonial

Why I chose APQS with Quilt Path
A Little Background First
• Although I had owned an APQS Millennium since 2007, I had
never owned a computerized quilting system.
• Because of my faith in the company (since 2007), I also decided to become an APQS
representative before purchasing my new machine. The only other representative in Virginia
was in the process of moving out of state, so I decided to try to fill that void.

Why did I choose APQS with Quilt Path? And, yes, I did check out some other systems
before going computerized. I researched, visited, and/or tried out some of the competition.

I chose APQS with Quilt Path because –
1. I had enjoyed my relationship with APQS since buying my first Millennium in 2007.
2. I liked that, although Quilt Path wasn’t as sophisticated as some of the systems that have
been around longer, it would do what I needed as a beginner, and I could grow with it.
3. I liked that future Quilt Path updates would be free. Based on my experience with embroidery
software, this was a huge benefit.

4. I’ve always liked being in on the ground floor of something new and exciting.
5. I liked that Quilt Path was designed to work with the APQS stitch regulator. The stitch
quality of that regulator was one of the deciding factors in my original APQS purchase.
6. I liked that APQS had proven itself for great customer support, and that, although I had
no experience with Grace Company (Quilt Path software), they had been in business for
more than 25 years.
7. When I looked at the individual prices of Grace Company’s software, all of which came
with Quilt Path, the price of Quilt Path was almost unbelievable. We got it all in one
package: design, create, import / export, and of course placement and stitching of designs and
pantographs.

8. I loved the beautiful appearance of the APQS machines: pearl white, sleek and elegant.
9. And of course, I loved the lifetime warranty.
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